
Egg Drop

Question: How can you use household objects to maximize the odds of an egg surviving a fall

Safety: No major concerns

Materials:
1 egg
Tarp / tablecloth for egg impact
Location: A place to drop the egg + contraption about 4 meters (~12 feet)
Household materials as needed, such as

● Balloons (not helium)
● Small paper cups
● Plastic straws
● Rubber bands
● Popsickle sticks
● Tape
● String
● Cardboard
● Glue
● Cotton balls

Procedure:
1) Create a drawing or other plan of a device you want to build to protect the egg from a fall
2) Gather materials
3) Build your device. It should be able to fit in a 12” cube, and should not be touched or

interfered with after your drop starts.
4) Take a picture of your device for submission
5) Drop your device (with egg inside) from a minimum height of about 4 meters (~12 feet)

onto your tarp / plastic sheet
6) Take a picture of the impact

Questions:
1) Was your device successful in protecting your egg? What materials were particularly

effective, and what were not?
2) What guided your plan? What did you hope each part of your device would do?
3) In a future egg drop, what would you try differently?



Soap Boat

Question:

Safety: No unusual concerns. Keep soap out of eyes, mouth etc

Materials:
A tray, large bowl, or cookie sheet full of water
A piece of thin styrofoam or non-corrugated cardboard
Liquid dish soap
Toothpick
Scissors

Procedure:
1) Cut out a boat from your foam or cardboard, approximately the shape shown below

2) Fill your tray with water and place your boat in the water
3) Coat the tip of your toothpick with soap. Touch it to the center of the cutout in your boat.
4) Observe
5) You can repeat changing variables, such as: warm vs cold water, solid vs liquid soap,

different shape cutouts in your boat, using water mixed with different things (soapy
water, salty water etc)

Questions:
1) What causes the boat to move?
2) Which variable did you change in your experiment? How did it impact the motion of your

boat?


